Abstract. In this paper a new symmetric matrix power cipher is presented. The main component of this cipher is the key dependent S-box based on the matrix power function (MPF). We give the details of the cipher and explain how MPF can be used in multiple rounds. The matrix power cipher due to its special algebraic structure can be highly parallelized and each round can be separated into up to m2 distinct threads, where m is the order of square matrices used in the cipher. A security analysis and main security parameters are also provided.
Introduction
In this paper, a new symmetric cipher based on the matrix power function (MPF) is proposed. The MPF was firstly introduced in [15] and it can be used to create a key dependent S-box. We analyzed such construction in detail and presented our results in [7, 16] .
The MPF is based on matrix powering by other matrix. This function is some generalization of discrete exponent function in cyclic groups by its expansion in matrix set. The security assumption of the MPF is quite different from the ordinary discrete exponent function since it does not rely on the difficulty of classical discrete logarithm problem. The MPF can be interpreted as some matrix group action in some other set of matrices. All matrices are quadratic and have the same size.
The preliminary security analysis against the linear and differential attacks of constructed S-box was considered in [7] . The algebraic degree, nonlinearity, differential uniformity, algebraic quadratic equations immunity and algebraic biaffine equations immunity characteristics were analyzed. These characteristics are not absolutely compatible with our construction since full matrix power S-box realizes an injective mapping. But nevertheless we found that they are similar to those of ordinary power functions, like Gold, Kasami, Niho etc. Deeper analysis showed that even single S-box based on the MPF with considerably small parameters can resist differential attack.
We present here a new cipher construction with improved security and flexibility. We briefly review the matrix power and S-box functions in section 2 and show some round properties of the MPF in section 3. Then, the new matrix power cipher is specified in section 4. We analyze its security properties in section 5.
Matrix power function
The matrix power function f is defined in the set of m×m matrices over the finite field GF(2 n ), and provides the mapping from GF(2 n ) m×m to GF(2 n ) m×m . The domain of f is an arbitrary subset of GF(2 n ) m×m consisting of matrices without zero entries which we denote by M. We assume also for simplicity that the range of f is the same, thus f: M o M. According to our construction, MPF represents some matrix group M G action in M. Matrix group M G is a set of m×m matrices over the Z = {1, …, 2 n -2}, i.e. using conventional notation we are dealing with a group GL(m, matrices in matrix group M G and reflect the fact that function f L-is defined by the left action of matrix L and f -R by the right action of matrix R in M.
We denote the input matrix by X and the output matrices f L-(X) = Y and f -R (X) = Z, where L, R M G and X, Y, Z M. We denote matrices L, X, R, Y and Z by the indexed sets of their entries respectively, e.g. we denote the matrix X by {x ij }. Then f L-and f -R can be written for the entries of result matrices in the way 
The entries l is and r tj are in
, i.e. they are integers, and x ij are in GF(2 n ). The power and multiplication operations are performed using GF(2 n ) field arithmetic. The function f L-corresponds to the matrix X left powered by the matrix L and f -R to X right powered by the matrix R:
MPF cannot be used directly due to special requirements for the input data. None entry of X should be equal to zero to avoid columns and rows of matrices Y and Z, respectively, vanishing to zero. Hence the matrix X can not be an input data matrix, i.e. matrix representing plain text. If we denote the input data matrix by D, then this matrix must be transformed to input matrix X without zero entries. This problem is solved by constructing MPF based Sbox function (SBF) F as an injective mapping 
Z
and matrices L, R M G correspondingly.
Then if D is an input matrix of the SBF, the output matrix C can be expressed by the relation
Since function g K must perform an injective affine transformation from GF(2 n-1 ) m×m to GF(2 n ) m×m we proposed to express it in the following way
Here the addition operations are the ordinary additions of matrices. It is the additions of entries of matrices but they are defined according to the addition rules in 
consisting of arithmetical unity elements in all its positions. Then the SBF F explicitly is defined by the following relations
Using the transformation defined in (7), we obtain a matrix X M which does not contain zero entries, despite the presence of zero entries in the matrix D. The smallest possible entry of {x ij } is 1 and the largest one can be coded in numerical form being equal to 2 n -1. This condition must be necessarily satisfied since the presence of at least one zero entry among {x ij } will cause to gain the zero ciphertext matrix C.
Single entry c ij of the ciphertext matrix can be expressed for i, j = 1, 2, …, m by the formula: Since M G is a group of matrices, there exist the inverse matrices R -1 and Decryption operation can be written in a similar formal way as in (8):
m×m . The security of the S-box based on the matrix power function does not rely on classical DLP problem since the orders of the finite fields are considerable small and hence DLP is reckoned to be feasible. It is rather linked with so called generalized matrix decomposition problem (MDP). According to our knowledge, the first idea to use the most general form of MDP for the public key cryptography in abstract non-commuting groups is presented in [18] . One kind of decomposition problem is used in the asymmetric cryptosystems based on the hard problems in infinite non-commutative groups, e.g. braid groups [17] . The other kind of decomposition problem is used also in digital signature scheme construction and key agreement protocols [12] [13] [14] .
This kind of MPF and SBF construction allows efficient implementation using parallel computing. Multiplication and powering operations can be implemented efficiently using lookup tables. The size of lookup tables depends on the chosen field size n. All output entries can be calculated separately as it is clearly seen from (9) Z . In the left (right) MPF there are m power operations and m -1 multiplications according to (2)-(3). Thus one thread should perform only 4m operations for calculation of one output matrix entry. And it would be needed 4m 3 operations for the whole matrix. The drawback of this approach is that all threads must be synchronized twice, i.e. they must share their results after summation and the left MPF operation.
Round properties of the matrix power function
It is known that the left and the right MPFs are associative and hence satisfying the following
We can interpret the last identity as mutually associative property. The single MPF is not applicable for the round function of the iterated cipher according to these identities. Due to (11)-(13) the round functions have a group property. We show this by the contrary assumption.
Assume that the cipher is constructed using t rounds with the S-box represented by the MPF and with t different round key pairs (
. Let the input of the first round be the matrix X. Then after t rounds we obtain the following ciphertext matrix C
Lemma 1. If the ciphertext is expressed by (14), then t-round ciphering is equivalent to one round ciphering with a pair of matrices
źProof. Using identities (11)- (13), we can express the powers in (14) by the matrices L 0 and R 0 . Then using association identities (11)-(13) and after substitution of power matrices we obtain 
We propose the S-box function F to be chosen in the following way
Ciphering function of t rounds can be expressed in the way C
Referencing to Lemma 1 and inequalities (15) , this construction allows us to formulate the following result: if the function H is not mutually associative with the MPF, then t-rounds cipher functions cannot be expressed with the equivalent one round function with a key pair (L 0 , R 0 ).
Further we will consider H function as a concatenation of m 2 component functions h ij which are the mappings from GF(2 n ) to GF(2 n ), i.e. they work exclusively with the single entry of the matrix. For the simplicity and efficiency, we choose that all h ij are the same and denote them simply by h.
Theorem 1. If a component function h is distributive over multiplication in GF(2 n ), then the function H is mutually associative with the MPF.
źProof. Let us consider only one entry of the output matrix. After the single MPF operation this entry is computed as a product of all entries of the input matrix according to (9) . When the function H is applied after the MPF, then one output entry can be expressed by
If h is distributive over multiplication, then it can be applied not only before multiplication operation but also before powering operation. Thus we obtain This leads us to conclusion that if function h is distributive over multiplication then
Corollary 2. To make the functions H and the MPF mutually non associative, the component function h should not be distributive over multiplication, i.e. they should not be equivalent to power mappings.
Matrix power cipher
The matrix power cipher (MPC) is a t-round symmetric cipher whose main round function is the MPF. Plaintext data are the mum matrices denoted by D over GF(2 n-1 ) and corresponding ciphertext data are the mum matrices denoted by C over GF (2 n ). MPF uses the key matrices L i and R i randomly chosen from the group M G . There are totally 2t such matrices in the MPC. In addition, there is one key matrix K randomly chosen from 
Z
and used in function g K .
Encryption
The first round of MPC is a composition of the function g K and MPF:
After the first round, the size of each entry of the data matrix is increased by one bit. This does not take place for the next rounds.
The next rounds (1 < i t) are the composition of the function H and MPF:
The output X t of the last round is the ciphertext C. The function H consists of component functions h which are not equivalent to power mappings as defined in Sect. 3. All functions h are chosen to be permutations of GF(2 n ) to ensure valid decryption and they are not equivalent to power mappings. To increase the security of the cipher, these permutations should be cryptographically strong, i.e. they must have high nonlinearity [3] , low differential uniformity [9] and high algebraic degree [8] . Some new functions satisfying these criteria can be found in [1, 4, 5] .
Schematically MPC encryption is presented in Fig. 1 .
MPC can be parallelized to m 2 threads in the same manner as we mentioned in Sect. 2. One thread would perform around 4m operations in a single round. And it would take 4tm 3 operations to calculate the whole ciphertext matrix on m 2 threads. After each round, all threads must synchronize their results.
Decryption
For the decryption of the cipher text C, all key matrices L i , R i must be inverted and inverse function of H must be calculated as well. Inverse matrices can be found using ordinary matrix arithmetic over
All these matrices must exist since L i and R i are chosen from the group M G . For the valid decryption, these matrices must be used in reverse order. H -1 can be easily found by inversion of component function h. The first t -1 rounds are the compositions of the MPF with inversed keys and
where X 0 = C. The last round of MPC decryption is a composition of the MPF and the modified function
. (21) Subtraction of matrices' entries is performed in ). Schematically MPC decryption is presented in Fig. 2 .
MPC decryption can be parallelized to m 2 threads, too.
Security assumptions
The security of the MPC relies on the MPF inversion complexity, since it is the main element of the system. We have studied the security of the MPF in other publications [7, 16] . Hence we will briefly overview those results in case of the MPC and will present more detailed analysis against differential attack. 
Algebraic cryptanalysis
The matrix power function has rigorous mathematical structure, thus algebraic cryptanalysis of this functions becomes sensible. We understand algebraic cryptanalysis as a construction and solution of the system of algebraic equations which relates plaintext and ciphertext data bits with unknown key bits. The solution of such system in reasonable time completely breaks the cipher.
In case of the matrix power S-box, we obtain an underdefined system of multivariate quadratic (MQ) equations over the ring. It is known that general MQ system is NP-complete problem over any field [11] . Our case is even more complicated than for example AES system of algebraic equations, which is overdefined. In underdefined case even if one knows how to solve the system, there will be more than one solution and an attacker will have to find the right one from the set of all solutions. The solution of the obtained system becomes intractable when m t 4 [16] . Together with the parameter n t 8 the matrix power Sbox becomes resistant against guess and determine attack when any two key matrices are guessed and the third one can be determined from the system of linear equations [16] .
Since matrix power S-box is the first round of the MPC, the whole cipher with the same parameters m t 4 and n t 8 gains even greater resistance against algebraic and guess and determine attacks.
Differential cryptanalysis
The differential cryptanalysis was proposed by Biham and Shamir [2] and so far is an effective cryptanalytic tool against general symmetric block ciphers. The most important security measure against this attack is the number of plaintext-ciphertext pairs needed for the cryptanalysis. The number of these pairs is estimated by inverse of the maximum differential probability (DP) [6] , i.e. the probability that given fixed input difference Į will force to obtain desired output difference ȕ.
The other expression of this probability is the function's uniformity. A function f is called differentially k-uniform if there are at most k solutions [10] . Thus DP of k-uniform function can be expressed by the following equation
where 2 u is the cardinality of function's domain. The lower differential probability is the more known plaintext-ciphertext pairs are needed for differential cryptanalysis.
It can be shown that the upper bound of the matrix power S-box (the 1 st round of MPC) expected DP (EDP SBF ) can be expressed in the following way
where EDP P denotes the expected DP of random power function with injective affine transformation similar to function g K . In case of n = 3, EDP P = 2.75/4, and for n = 8, EDP P = 13.4/128 § 2 -3.25 . We have analyzed the expected DP of the MPC for the low dimension case when m = 2 and n = 3. In this case, MPC gives us a mapping from GF( 2 2 ) 4 to GF( 2 3 ) 4 , or 8 bit input block is mapped to 12 bit output block. We have used a randomly generated 3-bit vectorial Boolean function which can be expressed by the truth table (0, 5, 6, 7, 2, 1, 3, 4) as a function h.
In this case, EDP of one round MPC or of the single SBF according to (23) 
It is also possible to calculate the exact DP of the S-box or entire cipher with 8 bit input and 12 bit output. We have to calculate DP with different keys to evaluate the EDP of this function. If m = 2 and n = 3, then there are 1080 distinct power matrices (L and R) which are invertible and have no zero entries. There are 256 distinct affine transformations corresponding to the different key matrices K. Thus we obtain around 2 28 combinations of the key matrices L, R and K for the first round of MPC and around 2 20t+8 combinations for the whole t-round MPC.
We have analyzed about 2 19 random variants for the MPC from 1 to 4 rounds to get the clear view of differential uniformity distributions which are presented in Table 1 . . The expanded set may be explained by the nature of the uniformity of two functions composition. The input difference given to this composition determines the output difference of the first function. The distribution of this difference is predetermined and thus the input difference of the second function is not uniform. Thus the output difference of the second function and of the whole composition differs from difference of the single second function.
The uniformity of the composition depends on the both functions and may be higher or even lower than the uniformities of both functions used in it. Despite the more values of uniformity, the tendency after two rounds is positive. More than 97% of values are not higher than 12. Situation gets even better after 3 and 4 rounds. Uniformity of these ciphers is equal to 6 or lower in more than 90% of cases, and the number of possible values significantly decreases, too. Summarized results of expected uniformity are given in Table 2 . Increasing the number of rounds, the expected uniformity of the MPC decreases, i.e. expected DP decreases, too.
More detailed analysis of MPC with higher dimensions is infeasible. In more practical cases when n = 8 EDP of the SBF, i.e. one round MPC, for m = 4 is bounded as follows 
This bound does not mean that differential cryptanalysis is not applicable. But as in low dimension case, even maximal DP is lower than the bound given by (24). Thus we concluded that the actual EDP of matrix power S-box is much lower. If we take m = 5, then EDP of SBF is bounded by 2 -81. 25 and this ensures that differential cryptanalysis is infeasible.
However, the classical differential cryptanalysis cannot be directly applied to the matrix power cipher due to its key dependent nonlinear structure. Practical complexity of such type attack would be even higher than the order of needed known plaintext-ciphertext pairs.
Thus we can make a conjecture that presented MPC with chosen parameters m 4, n 8 and t 3 is sufficiently immune against the differential cryptanalysis.
Conclusions
The new cipher based on the matrix power function is presented. The additional round function is introduced since direct iterated application of the MPF is equivalent to the single MPF with adequate keys. The requirements for this function are presented and it is proved that under these conditions, iterated cipher cannot be transformed to the single equivalent MPF.
The security of the MPC is based on the MPF security. Algebraic equations relating input, output and key data bits can be transformed to an underdefined system of multivariate quadratic equations over the ring. The solution of such system becomes intractable with the proper parameters. Thus MPC is resistant against algebraic cryptanalysis and guess and determine attacks. The direct differential analysis cannot be applied to the cipher due to key dependent S-box construction. Thus we derived the theoretical estimation of expected differential probability for a single S-box. According to theoretical results and mathematical modeling, we can make a conjecture that, using multiple rounds, the expected DP is improved. The MPC with chosen parameters m 4, n 8 and t 3 is sufficiently immune against cryptanalysis.
Matrix power cipher due to its special algebraic structure can be highly parallelized and each round can be separated up to m 2 distinct threads.
